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Error No.1:	 The Commission erred by concluding and ordering that WMTX is the la dfill 
"operator" as defined in 30 TAC § 330.2(91). This conclusion i not 
supported b)' the evidence, is contrary to the evidence and/or is contrary the 
law. 

In responding to the Protestants' arguments that confusion results from the inclusion of 

WMTX on the permit, the AUs conclude such confusion is not grounds for denial of the pe 

because Judge Gattis's understanding of the relationship between Williamson County is the 

detennining factor (p. 11). The AUs admit that not only was Judge Gattis confused over Ie 
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definitions of operator, so was Roy Murray, sponsor of the Application. However, since un 

questioning Judge Gattis was able to accurately describe the relationship between WilIiamso 

County and WMTX, the AUs assume the confusion over legal telTIlinology is irrelevant (p 

11). 

Judge Dan Gattis is County Judge now. Will the next judge reach the same 

understanding that Judge Gattis currently has? What if slhe doesn't? rfboth the County J 

making the Application and the engineer sponsoring the Application are confused over the le 

definitions that determine the identity of the Owner, Operator, and Applicant, then the lack 0 

clarity has reached fatal proportions. 

The AUs reference the Health & Safety Code to demonstrate that a permit must identi 

the property owner and the operator (p. 12). Footnote 38 states: "While this definition 

contemplates an operator as a potential permittee, Williamson County is the sole Applicant h 

er 

ge 

al 
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so that the definition of "Site Operator" still applies only to Williamson County." Now ift 

"operator" 50 defined by the Health & Safety Code is a potential permittee and for that reaso is 

required to be named on the permit, then a contract operator such as \VMTX would not by su h 

definition be required to be listed on the permit. Furthermore, no evidence in the record 

supports the claim that a contract operator's name should be on a permit application or 

historically ever has been. 

We know that Williamson County is the sole Applicant because that is Judge Gattis's 
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understanding. We know that the Health & Safety Code requires a permit to identify the 

property owner and the operator, operator being defined in such a way as to indicate "Site 

Operator," The AUs conclude that since Williamson County is the sole Applicant, the 

,ip,finition of "Site Operator" ll.pplieE only to Willillmaon County, yet they assert that both 

entities-Williamson County and WMTX, the contract operator, must be identified in the pe 

{po 13). On p, 15, the AUs find that "Health & Safety Code 361.087(1) requires that the 

contract 'Operator' be disclosed on the pennit." Yet in Footnote 38 on p. 12, the AUs state 

that the referenced Health & Safety Code definition "contemplates an operator as a potential 

pennittee." The operator referenced in the Health & Safety Code can't be both a contract 

operator and a potential pennittee and therefore Health & Safety Code 361.087{l) cannot req 

that both entities, Williamson County, the potential pennittee, and WMTX, the contract oper 

be identified on the Draft Permit. 

The confusion over legal terminology experienced by the County Judge and the 

Application sponsor appears to extend to the AUs as well. 

The AUs acknowledge that removing WMTX from the Draft Permit would eliminate 

confusion and solve the problem. They report that Judge Gattis is not opposed to the rernov 

ofWMTX from the DraftPennit and that the ED does not take a position on the matter (p. 14 

However, they are opposed to that solution because of a flawed understanding of Health & 

Safety Code 361.087( I). It is important to note that no examples of a contract operator bein 
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named on any other Pennit have been adduced to support their position. Therefore, since a 

parties to the case either require the removal of\VMTX on the Pennit or are neutral on the 

matter, and the findings of the AUs regarding the requirements of Health & Safety Code 

361.087( 1) are seriously flawed and without supporting evidence, the inclusion ofWMTX 0 

Pennit should be grounds for its denial. 

Land Use Compatibility 

the 

the 

Error No.2:	 The Commission erred by concluding that the landfill in tllis proceed g is 
compatible with surrounding land uses. This conclusions is not support d by 
adequate fmdings of fact or by the evidence, is contrary to the evidence a d/or 
is contrary to the law. 

The arguments for land use compatibility include the following: 1) the surrounding Ian IS 

primarily rural and agricultural, 2) Hutto's phenomenal growth is omnidirectional, and 3) Hu a's 

Growth Guidance Plan envisions institutional growth in the vicinity of the landfill. It is true 

that at the moment the surrounding land is primarily rural. However, it is worth noting that 

three of the Protesting groups are composed of citizens of the area who are opposed to the 

cont@mpl:1ted 8xpanaion of the landfill. It i.3 deal'iliat Huttu ;;:) t:;<\.!Jl;;lic:u-.:illg pht:llumt:nCll 

growth, and the AUs state that "Mr. Worrall corroborated Protestants' evidence that Hutto h 

experienced tremendous growth" (p. 30). Such being the case, it is safe to assume that the 
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surrounding land will not remain rural. Therefore, that the land is presently rural and 

agricultural does not suppon an argument for land use compatibility. 

From his discussion "vith the Planning Manager for Hutto, Mr. Worrall concluded that 

Hutto's tremendous growth is omnidirectional (p. 29). However, SH130 and its access pain 

Chandler Road/University Drive, have just recently been completed. The AUs refer to Mr. 

Worrall's testimony which establishes that he was unaware ofUniversity Drive as an access 

poim to SH 130 (p. 30), an access point which will drive development to the north of Hutto a ng 

a west/east axis. They conclude the following: 

Although he may have been unaware of the University Drive access point to SH 130, 
he found SH 130 to be one of three primary reasons for Hutto's gro'W'th. So while h 
did not review "comprehensive data" on the impact ofSH 130, he clearly captured its 
significance and impact on growth trends (pp.30-31). 

However, Mr. Worrall dearly did not capture the significance and impact of the University D 've 

access point, of which he was unaware, even though his own testimony indicated that such 

access points are driving forces to growth (TR, p. 1885, Il, 15-22). University Drive, even 

though unnamed by Mr. Worrall, will according to his O\vn expert testimony drive developm 

to the north of Hutto in the vicinity of the landfill. 

The argument that because Hutto's Growth Guidance Plan envisions future growth aro 

the landfill as institutional, those uses are compatible with the expanded landfill is easily 

disposed of. A Grov.-ih Guidance Plan is simply a vision. There are no zoning restrictions 

enforce a reality. The AUs refer to Mr. Worrall's acknowledgement that the existence ofa 
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school tends to encourage residential development, and HISD plans a school less than a mile 

from the site. 

On p. 35 in a discussion of transportation, the AUs assert that the expansion of the Ian fill 

"will result in a continuation of that traffic longer into the future, but it will not cause its 

increase." This assumes that the landfill will be limited to the County and its growth. 

However, there are no restrictions on where waste can come from. Gattis: TR, p. 13, lI. 23 5. 

This point was made even more dramatically in Dr. Evans' questioning of Dr. Borrer. Ther 

are no restrictions on the county's acceptance of waste from any county, from any state, from 

anywhere in the nation, not even from Mexico. TR, p. 1001,11. 10-25; p. 1002, ll. 1-6. The 

inescapable conclusion is that waste brought into Williamson County is not determined solei 

the growth in Williamson County. TR, p. 1002, fl. 17-20. Clearly the proposed permit waul 

allow unbridled expansion of the landfill. The present facility can accommodate the Count 

the next 25-50 years. The application for such a vastly expanded landfill indicates an intent 

make this a regional-and perhaps beyond-landfill, to which the citizens of Williamson Co 

have expressed their overwhelming opposition. Such a landfil.l would, of course, be an extr 

detriment to development. 

Geology/HydrologyfDrainage 

Error No.3: The Commission erred by concluding the Application met the burden of 
proof with regard to geology, hydrology. and drainage. This conclusion is not support 
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by the evidence, is contrary to the evidence, and/or is contrary to law. 

Of extreme concern to Jonah Water S.C.D. is the quality of the water we provide and 

protection of our customers. The geology and hydrology, and the drainage patterns. of the 

landfill and its proposed expansion are complex issues. However, the salient point is that th 

proposed pennit simply does not include enough monitoring wells andlor piezometers for Ih 

movement of water or its quality to be known. 

The final testimony of Ms. Gallup on rebuttal seems to invalidate the entire premise of t 

proposed penniL If the flow lines in the application were computer generated, and if as a 

trained geologist Ms. Gallup would have drawn them differently (TR, p. 1928, 112-4.), then t 

data are hopelessly compromised. Or as Ms. Gallup so succinctly put it, we simply don't ha 

enough control points to know. TR, p. 1927, 1111-12; TR, p. 1929, II. 1O~ 12. 

This is, of course, the very point. The unnamed northern tributary flows into the San 

Gabriel River, from which at Granger Lake many entities, including Jonah Water S.U.D., ha 

contracted to buy water for their customers. To the south, Mustang Creek flows into Brushy 

Creek, which is likewise the source of drinking water for many people. For Jonah Water 

S.U.D., the implications are clear. The proposed pennit does not provide grounds for the ba 

and essential knowledge we need to verify that our customers are protected. Therefore, this 

permit must be denied. 

.. 
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Intent 

Error 1\"0.4: The Commission erred by concluding that intent, restricted to one party, s 
relevant to the proceeding. This conclusion is not supported by the evide e, 
is contrary to the evidence and/or is contrary to the law. 

Statements or speculations about intent appear throughout the Proposal for Decision, 

although not all parties are scrutinized for intent. Jonah's primary intent can be clearly stat ' 

to assure the safety of the water we distribute to our customers. The AUs assert that TJFA' 

intent is competitive (p. 3, p. 13, footnote 42). Common sense would indicate that all part s 

to the case have an intent. Unfortunately, common sense has not been admitted to the reeor . 

On page 8, the AUs assert that there is nothing sinister about this case, an interesting comme t 

sinee no one in the record has suggested that there is. In discussing Steve Jacobs' inc1usio I of 

a certification, the ALJs speculate that it was likely necessary for various reasons, that 

uncertainty over 30 TAe 305.439BO's requirements perhaps explains the appearance ofWM X 

on the Application (pp. 18-19). However interesting to speculate on the intentions behind tie 

actions, there is no evidence in the record to corroborate any such speculations. 

conclude that actions which confuse the identity of the Owner, Operator, Applicant, regardles of 

indetenninable intent, are grounds for the denial of the Pennit. 
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ProcesslProceedings 

Error ~o. 5:	 The Commission erred by concluding that the permit application 
processed, and the permit proceedings were conducted, in accordance wi 

rules of the TCEQ and SOAH and in accordance with the Texas Hea 
Safety Code. 

To the extent that WMTX is named as the "operator" of the facility, as the Comm 

attempts to rule in its order, then the SOAH and TCEQ processes and proceedings were 

flawed by the fact that WMTX was not a party to any oftbe SOAR or TCEQ proceedings. 

Additional Bases for Motion for Rehearing 

was 
the 

h& 

sian 
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Jonah incorporates into this motion its fmal argument and exceptions that identify err 

the Proposal for Decision of the Administrative Law Judges. All of the errors in olve 

Commission decisions that are contrary to the clear language of the statutes and/or TCEQ les 

and are not supported by adequate findings of fact, conclusions oflaw or the evidence. Sin 

AUs' proposal and draft order were adopted by the Commission with only a few exception the 

errors identified by Jonah in its final argument and exceptions still apply. 
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Prayer for Relief 

Jonah respectfully requests that its motion for rehearing be granted and/or that the nuit 

be denied. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Carol Fox
 
Board Member, Jonah Water S.U.D.
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Fax (5t2) 482-9346 
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Hutto Citizer.s Group 
P.O. Box 715
 
Hutto, Texas 78634
 
Email bearfixl"Cb.sbcQ.lobal.net
 

Dr. Or1ynn Evans 
Moum Hutto Aware Citizens 
112 Guadalupe Dr. 
Hutw, Texas 78634 
Email fevansonwvahoo.com 

Anthony C. Tatu 
Staff Attorr.ey 
Texas Ccnunission on Envirorunenta1 Quality 
P.O. Box 13087. MC-l73 
Austin, Texas 78711-3087 
Fax (512) 239-0606 
Email atatura;tc~tate.tx_us 

Scott Humphrey, Attorney 
Office of the Public Interest Counsel 
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 
P.O. Box 13087, MC·I03 
Austin, Texas 73711-3087 
Fax (512) 239-6377 
Email shumphrerrotceq.state.tx.us 

John Riley 
Vinson & Elkins 
280 I Via Fortuna, Suite 100 
The Terrace i 
Austin, Texas 78746 
Fax (512) 236-3329 
Email jrilevra.:velaw.com 
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R. Mark Dietz
 
Attorney at Law
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